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Abstract 
In this paper we present an algebraic construction of monotonic predicate transformers, 
using a categorical construction which is similar to the algebraic construction of the integers 
from the natural numbers. When applied to the category of sets and total functions once, it 
yields a category isomorphic to the category of sets and relations; a second application yields 
a category isomorphic to the category of monotonic predicate transformers. This hierarchy 
cannot be extended further: the category of total functions is not itself an instance of the 
categorical construction, and can be extended by it only twice. 
1. Introduction 
Predicate transformers were introduced originally by Dijkstra [13] in order to 
provide an elegant semantics for his programming language. Their strength lies in the 
fact that they can be used to model nondeterministic and nonterminating behaviour in 
terms of total functions, rather than relations. Not all monotonic predicate trans- 
formers represent programs in Dijkstra’s language, but the language has various 
extensions such as the refinement calculus [1,28,30] in which they do all represent 
either programs or specifications. Indeed, monotonic predicate transformers provide 
a uniform framework for the specification and derivation of nondeterministic pro- 
grams, in the same way that relations do for the specification and derivation of 
efficient functional programs [6]. In this paper we explore the mathematical proper- 
ties underlying this similarity. 
As motivation, the paper begins with a discussion of some algebraic properties 
which are common to the categories of relations and predicate transformers. Then the 
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categorical construction which unifies the two categories is introduced. It is a slight 
variation of the standard construction of the category of spans [9], where a span is 
simply a pair of arrows with joint source. The category of relations can be constructed 
by forming the class of spans of all total functions, and identifying those which are 
equivalent with respect o an appropriate equivalence relation. So the construction is 
similar to the standard algebraic construction of the integers as a set of equivalence 
classes of pairs of natural numbers. The advantage of using categories instead of sets is 
that it is not necessary to provide an additional definition of the associated ordering 
and composition: both are incorporated into the definition of the span category. We 
call the new construction which unifies the categories of relations and predicate 
transformers askew span category. It differs from the standard construction by taking 
into consideration an ordering relation associated with the category from which it is 
constructed. When applied to the category of sets and total functions once, it yields 
a category isomorphic to the category of sets and relations; a second application yields 
a category isomorphic to the category of monotonic predicate transformers. 
The view of predicate transformers taken in this paper has some potential applica- 
tions to programming and specification languages which have not yet been fully 
explored. At present, languages for program derivations such as the refinement 
calculus are untyped. The skew span construction of relations and predicate trans- 
formers provides a mechanism whereby certain aspects of the rich type structure of the 
category of total functions can be promoted to predicate transformers. In particular, 
the promotion of functors and adjunctions to lax functors and local adjunctions in 
span categories respectively [22] is still valid for skew span categories. Furthermore, 
recent research [11] has shown that data types defined by initial algebras in the 
category of total functions are transformed to final coalgebras under the embedding 
into the category of monotonic predicate transformers. Such results could prove 
useful for the future incorporation of types into the refinement calculus, and will be 
discussed in Section 5. The application on which we will focus at the end of this paper 
was suggested by Hoare [21], who has interpreted the findings in the context of 
specifications involving Hoare logic. When translated to the refinement calculus this 
provides new single complete rules for refinement and composition. 
An application which will not be discussed in this paper concerns a recent result on 
the completeness of data refinement. In [16], it is shown that one of the reasons why 
monotonic predicate transformers provide a logical setting for the derivation of 
nondeterministic programs is that there is a single complete rule for data refinement. 
The same is true of the relational setting for the derivation of functional programs. 
A unified proof of both these observations is given in [ 151, where the specific results of 
[16] are generalized to arbitrary skew span categories. 
This paper is organized as follows. In Section 2 we discuss the factorization 
properties of relations and predicate transformers which facilitate their skew span 
representation. The properties are discribed in the broader context of order enriched 
categories. In Section 3 we introduce skew span categories and in Section 4 we show 
how such categories may be identified by their factorization properties. In Section 
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5 we briefly discuss the relevance of this work to the future development of a typed 
version of the refinement calculus, and in Section 7 we show how it provides the 
existing calculus with two extra proof rules. 
2. Order enriched categories 
We assume familiarity with the basic definitions of category theory, but will begin 
by summarizing some other standard definitions. We use the notation (p; 4) to denote 
the composite of each pair of arrows p: A --f B, q: B + C. Function application is 
denoted by juxtaposition, and associates to the right. 
A preorder (P, c) is a special case of a category: its objects are the members of a set 
P, and arrows are exactly the pairs (p, q) for which p r q, where 5 is a reflexive and 
transitive relation. There is an equivalence relation ( = ) associated with every pre- 
order which is defined by 
P = 4 * (PGq and q&p). 
Any equivalence relation on a set X gives rise to a partition of X into disjoint 
equivalence classes of the form (JuD = {x E X( x = u}. The set of all equivalence classes 
of (P, c) under the equivalence relation associated with E forms a partial order 
(QPD, <); a partial order (or poset) is a preorder which is anti-symmetric. The partial 
order < on (IPD is defined by 
@DGflqD * pcq. 
A preorder enriched category (Gf, c) is a category %? with a preorder E defined on 
homsets, with respect to which the categorical composition ; is monotonic: 
(PLq and r&s) * p;r&q;s 
for all p, q : A -+ B and r, s : B + C. Poset enriched categories are defined in the same 
way, except that instead of a preorder, each homset is a poset. Both these kinds of 
order enriched category can be thought of as a “two-dimensional” category: the 
arrows of V represent the horizontal dimension and those of the order relation the 
vertical dimension. This property is formalized by the notion of a 2-category [4], of 
which preorder enriched categories are a special case. Functors between such catego- 
ries must preserve both the horizontal and vertical structure, which in this case means 
that functors must be monotonic. Therefore, when we refer to a functor between order 
enriched categories, we will always mean a monotonic functor. 
As most of the following examples illustrate, order enriched categories are well 
suited for modelling programming languages with types and scopes. The object 
structure matches the type structure of strictly typed programming languages, and 
composition represents sequential execution. Furthermore, the refinement relation on 
programs imposes a preorder enriched structure on such categories. One program p is 
refined by another q if for any purpose whatsoever and in any context of use q will 
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perform at least as well, and perhaps better than p. The associated relation is clearly 
reflexive, and it is transitive since if the bahaviour of the program p is in all respects 
as good as that of the program 4 which in turn is as good as r, then p too is 
as good as r. 
Examples 1 
(1) (.A’, <) a commutative monoid. A monoid is a triple (k’, 0, e) where & is a set, 
and @ is an associative binary operator 0: d x .M + Jti with identity e. A com- 
mutative monoid is a monoid where the operator @ is also commutative. A monoid 
determines acategory with one object, usually denoted *. The arrows of the category 
are the elements of 4, with * as source and target; composition is the binary operator 
0. Since this category has only one object it has just one homset; the preorder is 
defined for all m, n E A? by 
The operator @ is monotonic in both arguments with respect to this ordering, so 
(4, <) is a preorder enriched category. 
(2) (Set, =), the category oftotalfinctions whose class of objects is the class of all 
sets; whose homsets Set(A, B) are the sets of total functions from A to B; and whose 
composition is the usual composition of functions. Two total functions from A and 
B are comparable if and only if they are equal, so the partial order on each homset is 
the trivial equality relation. 
This category can be used to model typed functional programming languages in 
which all programs are terminating and deterministic. One such program refines 
another only if they compute the same function, so the refinement ordering is correctly 
represented by equality. 
(3) (Rel, E), the category of relations whose class of objects is the class of all sets; 
whose homsets Rel(A, B) are the sets of subsets of A x B regarded as relations from 
A to B; and whose composition is the usual composition of relations. Subset inclusion 
is a reflexive, transitive and anti-symmetric relation, so each homset (Rel(A, B), E) is 
a partial order. Relational composition is monotonic with respect o subset inclusion, 
so (Rel, c) is a poset enriched category. 
This category is the natural setting in which to embed models of imperative 
programming languages which exhibit nondeterminism. Programs are represented by 
relations, and sequential composition by relational composition. 
(4) (Pow, L), the category ofmonotonic predicate transformers whose class of objects 
is the class of all powersets; whose homsets Pow(lPA, IPB) are the sets of total 
monotonic functions from IPA to IPB, and whose composition is the usual composi- 
tion of functions. The subset inclusion relation determines a partial order on each 
object of this category, which is promoted to the pointwise order on arrows: if 
p, q : PA + IPB, then 
pcq 0 (pX 5 qX for all X E A). 
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The resulting partial order on each homset (Pow (PA, IPB), E) is preserved by func- 
tional composition since all the functions are monotonic, so (Pow, L) is a poset 
enriched category. 
The name of this category derives from the fact that each arrow in Pow is equivalent 
to a total function from predicates to predicates, usually called a predicate trans- 
former [13]. For if BA denotes the set of predicates of classical logic with a free 
variable ranging over the set A, then the poset (PA, a) can be identified with 
(PA, c) by interpreting each predicate in PA as the set of values in A satisfying it. 
This category can be used to model specification formalisms like the refinement 
calculus. 
Future references to order enriched categories will not necessarily include the 
associated order relations. So, for example, (Rel, S) will be referred to as Rel. 
2.1. Maps 
Order enriched categories can accommodate a far greater range of constructs than 
ordinary categories, since all the standard categorical definitions can be weakened by 
substituting inequalities for equalities. An example of such a definition is that of a map 
[7] which is a weak analogue of the standard concept of an isomorphism. It is 
introduced here in order to define the factorization property shared by relations and 
predicate transformers. 
An arrow p : A + B of a preorder enriched category (W, c) is called a map if there 
exists another arrow p* : B + A such that 
~,!zP;P*, (1) 
In the trivial case that the preorder E is the equality relation, this definition coincides 
with the definition of isomorphism, and in the same way that isomorphisms are 
preserved by functors, maps are preserved by monotonic functors. Clearly, all identi- 
ties are maps, and the composites of maps are maps, so the maps form a preorder 
enriched subcategory of G??:, which is usually denoted by Map(W). An arrow p* that 
satisfies the conditions of the above definition will be referred to here as a comap. Each 
map p determines up to equivalence its comap p*, in the sense that if there exists 
another arrow 4 : B + A which can be substituted for p*, in (1) and (2), then p = q. This 
is immediate from the following property of maps: let p : C + D, q : A -+ B be maps in 
%?, then for all r:A-+ C, SIB-+ D in %? 
r;p_cq;s c> q*;rEs;p*. 
The subcategory of maps in the first two categories of Examples 1 simply consist of 
the isomorphisms; the last two provide more interesting examples. 
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Examples 2 
(1) Map(Re1) = Set. The relational converse of a relation r is denoted by P. All total 
functions f: A + B in Rel are maps, since 
IA c f; f” total, 
f” ;f G Is functional. 
Conversely, any relation which satisfies the first map axiom (1) must be total, and if it 
also satisfies (2) it must be functional. 
(2) Map(Pow) z Rel. A well-known property of monotonic functions between com- 
plete lattices [22] implies that an arrow p : PA -+ IPB in Pow is a map if and only if it 
preserves arbitrary unions, which is to say that for all S G lPA, 
P(US) = U{Pxlx+. (4) 
It is easy to check that all maps in Pow have this property, and conversely any 
p satisfying (4) has a comap p* defined for all YE IPB by 
p*YG; (XElPAlpX 5 Y} 
There is an isomorphism between Rel and the subcategory of Pow containing 
all functions which preserve arbitrary unions, which is defined by the existential 
image functor (_) : Rel -+ Mup(Pow) where for all r : A -+ B in Rel and X E lP.4 
(A) SIPA, 
The comap of the map (r) corresponding to each relation r is called the universal 
image of r, and will be written here as [r]. 
2.2. Map fuctorizution 
We will now introduce a factorization property associated with maps and comaps 
which resembles the standard concept of epi/monic factorization. Although neither of 
the categories Rel and Pow has epi/monic factorization, both have the factorization 
property introduced in this section. 
Let (%7, I=) be a preorder enriched category. We say that % has mapfactorization if 
every arrow p : A -+ B has a factorization 
ALB=A 
n* 
-E&B, 
where n* is a comap and m is a map. 
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Examples 3 
(1) Rel has map factorization. For let r : A -+ B be a relation and let R denote the 
subset of the Cartesian product A x B determined by r. The associated projections are 
given by 
rc:R+ A, p:R+ B, 
7T(a, b) = a, ,~(a, b) = b. 
Since both projections are total functions, we have the map factorization 
Y = n”;,LL. 
(2) Pow has map factorization. One such factorization is constructed using the 
union function U A: IPIPA + IPA which sends each subset of IFA to its union, together 
with the powerset function IPA : IPA + IF’IPA that sends each set in lPA to the set of its 
subsets. Let p : IPA + IPB be an arrow in Pow. The effect of applying p to some subset 
X of A is equivalent to mapping X to its powerset lPX, applying p to each element of 
the powerset, and taking the union of the resulting set of sets. So the map factorization 
of p is given by 
P = r4;<P>;Ue> 
where (_) is the existential image functor introduced in Examples 2. In Section 5, we 
will use the following version of this factorization, which is expressed in terms of the 
epsilofl[14] relation g4 : IPA + A, the converse of the membership relation 
where [_I is the universal image factor introduced in Examples 2. This example also 
appears in [19]. 
2.3. Uniqueness of factorization 
The map factorization in Rel and Pow has a uniqueness property which is similar to 
that normally associated with epi/monic factorization [18]. 
Let (%?, .c) be a preorder enriched category with map factorization. We will say that 
the map factorization in %? is unique up to equivalence if for all comap/map pairs 
(n*:N+ E, m:E+ M) and (n’*:N+ E’, m’:E’+ M), 
n*;mEn’*;m’ * 3hEMap(%)o(h;n’&n and mgh;m’). (5) 
If the preorder r is a partial order we will simply refer to this property as unique map 
factorization. The following lemma gives a restatement of the above definition which is 
useful for validating concrete examples. 
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Lemma 2.1. If a preorder enriched category (V, c) has map factorization, then the 
factorization is unique up to equivalence ifand only ifwhenever m: A -+ C and m’ : B -+ C 
are maps in 59, then for all r : A + B 
mc_r;m’ =G- !lkEMap(W)o(k~r and mEk;m’). (6) 
Proof. First suppose that (%, c) is a preorder enriched category with unique map 
factorization. Let m : A -+ C, m’ : B -+ C E Map(W), and suppose that m E r ; m’ for some 
r : A --* B E %‘. Let p* ; q be a map factorization of J-, so 
mLp*;q;m’. 
By (5) and (3) there exists a map h such that 
hLp* and mch;q;m’. 
So k = h;q is a map which establishes (6). 
Conversely, suppose that (6) is satisfied. Let (n* : N -+ E, m: E + M) and 
(n’* : N --$ I?‘, m’ : E’ -+ M) be comap/map pairs which satisfy 
n*;mcn’*;m’ 
* l(3)] 
mEn;n’*;m 
==. ((6)) 
3kEMap(%?)e(kcn;n’* and mck;m’) 
- ((3)) 
!lkEMap(%?)e(k;n’En and mEk;m’) 
which establishes the uniqueness of factorization (5). 0 
Examples 4 
(1) Rel has unique map factorization. For suppose that m E r; m’ in Rel where 
m : A -+ C and m’ : B -+ C are maps and r : A -+ B. We require a map k such that 
ksr and rnz k;m’. 
Since k is a map in Rel it must be a total function. It is constructed as follows: let a E A, 
and take c such that (a, c) urn c r ; m’. By definition of composition there exists b such 
that 
(a, b) E r and (b, c) E m' . 
Defining k(a) = b establishes the result. Note that this construction of k requires the 
axiom of choice. Indeed, to say that Rel has unique map factorization is to assert the 
axiom of choice. 
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(2) Pow has unique map factorization. For suppose that mcp; m’ in Pow, where 
m : IPA + IPC and m’ : IPB --) IPC are maps and p : IPA + E’B. We require an arrow 
k: IPA --$ IPB which satisfies the conditions of Lemma 2.1. Let 
kX = u{~(xj(xEX} for all XEIPA, 
then clearly k preserves arbitrary unions, so it is a map in Pow. Since p is monotonic. 
kc p. So it remains to check that m r k ; m’. Let X E IPA, then 
mX 
= {mEMap(Pow)} 
U{mbHXEXl 
c {m_cp;m’} 
UIm’p{x)IxEXJ 
= {m’EMap(Pow)) 
m’U(p(x3IXEX) 
= {definition of k} 
m’kX 
which establishes the result. 
3. Skew span categories 
We will now introduce the skew span category which will be shown to provide the uni- 
form construction of the categories of relations and predicate transformers in Section 4. 
There are two categorical techniques for constructing the category of relations from 
the category of total functions. One is known as the category ofrelations and the other 
is known as the locally posettal reflection of the category ofspans [7]. Both of these 
constructions can only be carried out for categories with certain properties. The 
second construction is much simpler than the first one, to the point of being naive. It 
was this simplicity that first directed our attention to the categorical theory of 
relations [9], Here we consider a generalization of that construction which can be 
applied to any preorder enriched category (%?, E) provided that V has an asymmetric 
kind of weak pullback. If the preorder c in V is the equality relation =, then the new 
construction is identical to that in [9]. 
3. I. Preordered spans 
Let (+?, _c) be a preorder enriched category. A span in V is an ordered pair of arrows 
with a common source 
(n:E-+ N, m:E-r M). 
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For example, let (lN, <& be the preorder enriched category represented by the 
monoid of natural numbers under addition (IN, + ,O). Since all arrows in a monoid 
have the same source, a span is just a pair of natural numbers (n, m). 
We define a preorder on spans similar to that associated with the uniqueness of map 
factorization; it is defined in terms of skew span morphisms. Let R = (n: E --) N, 
m:E-+ M) and R’=(n’:E’-+ N,m’:E’-+ M) be spans in %. We define a skew span 
morphism to be an arrow (h : E --f E’) in V such that 
mEh;m’ and h;n’gn. (7) 
We will use the notation (h : R * R’) to denote a skew span morphism from R to R’. 
This definition is illustrated by the semi-commuting diagram below: 
M 
The direction of the inequalities in this definition is chosen to attune with the 
definition of unique map factorization, as is highlighted by Examples 5(2) below. The 
standard definition of a span morphism, as used in [7,9] is a special case of this one, in 
which the preorder E is the equality relation. The preorder on spans is given by 
R d R’ if and only if there is a skew span morphism from R to R’. We will write Qn, mD 
for the class of spans that are equivalent o (n, m) with respect o this preorder. The 
preorder on spans gives rise to a partial order on equivalence classes of spans in the 
usual way. 
Examples 5 
(1) The category of natural numbers (iN, d N) provides a simple illustration of the 
skew span preorder. If each span (n, m) in W is used to represent he integer m - n, 
then 
(n, m) < (n’, m’) s- (m - n) Qw (m’ - n’). 
In contrast, the preorder on pairs of natural numbers induced by standard span 
morphisms implies that the corresponding integers are equal. 
(2) Consider any poset enriched category (%, c) with map factorization. To say 
that the map factorization in %? is unique is the same as saying that for all spans 
(n : E + N, m : E -+ M), (n’ : E’ -+ N, m’ : E’ --, M) in Map(%): 
(n,m) < (n’, m’) 0 n*;mcn’*;m’. 
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3.2. Pullovers 
Onewaythattwospans(n;E-,N,m;E-,M)and(n’:D-tM,m’:D-,M’)canbe 
combined into a single span is by taking the pullback of the inner pair of arrows 
(m : E + M, n’ : D + M). The pullback is the usual composition operator on spans [4], 
but it cannot be used here because it is not necessarily monotonic with respect to the 
preorder defined by skew span morphisms. Instead, we introduce the notion of 
a pullover in a preorder enriched category, which is a weak analogue of a pullback. Its 
definition is related to that of subequalizers which was introduced by Lambek [24]. If 
subequalizers are substituted for equalizers in the construction of pullbacks from 
products and equalizers, then the result is nearly the same as a pullover. 
Let (%?, c) be a preorder enriched category. We define the pullover of a pair of 
arrows m : E + M and n : D --$ M in 9 to be a span (v, q) such that for all spans (r’, q’) 
q’;nGr’;m c> (r’, q’) < (r, q). (8) 
Diagramatically, a pullover is represented by 
m 
Whereas pullbacks are defined up to isomorphism, pullovers are only determined 
up to equivalence of spans. The following lemma is similar to a result about pullbacks 
in [S], and provides a simple method for finding concrete examples of pullovers. 
Lemma 3.1. Let (%?, E) be a category with unique map factorization. Then the semi- 
commuting diagram 
9 
P -D 
r 
1 I 
E n 
E --+M 
m 
is a pullover diagram in Map(W) if and only if 
r*;q = m;n*. (9) 
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Proof. Suppose that m, n, q, r satisfy (9) and that (r’ : P’ -+ E, q' : P’ -+ D) is another 
span of maps, then 
q’;nEr’;m 
- ((3)) 
r’*;q’Em;n* 
* ((9)) 
r’* ; q’ E r* ; q 
o (Examples 5(2)} 
(r’, 4’) 6 (r, 4). 
Hence, (Y, q) is the pullover of (m, n). Since any two pullovers of the same pair of arrows 
are equivalent with respect to the skew span preorder, by Examples 5(2) all pullovers 
of (m, n) must satisfy (9). 0 
The first two of the following examples can be verified using this lemma. 
Examples 6 
(1) In (Set, =) the pullover coincides with the pullback 
Pset = {(x,y)(x~E A yeD A ny = mx}. 
The span (r, q) is the pair of left and right projections 
(n::Pset-+ E, p:Pset+ D) 
Pullovers in categories of the form (W, =) are not necessarily the same as pullbacks: 
the substitution of equality for the inequality c in the definition of the pullover yields 
only the definition of a weak pullback [9]. A weak pullback is like a pullback except 
that the universal arrow is not required to be unique. 
(2) Although pullbacks do not exist in Rel, it does have pullovers: one form of the 
pullover in Rel is given by 
PR~I= {(x,y)Ix~lPE A y~lpD A (n)y~ (m)x>. 
Here the span (r, q) is the pair of projections 
(@;3):PRel-‘J% (~;3):PRel+ D). 
(3) Pullovers do not exist in Pow [27]. 
3.3. The skew span category Span(V) 
Pullovers provide a monotonic composition operator on spans, which can now be 
used to define a category of spans. 
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Let (%‘, E) be a preorder enriched category with pullovers. The skew span category 
(Span(%), <) is the category whose class of objects consists of all the objects in %?, and 
whose homsets (Span(%?))(N, M) consist of the equivalence classes of spans 
@z:E-,N,m:E+MD 
for all such n, E, m in 59. Composition in Span(V) is defined as follows: let 
@r,~$:N-r M and @z’,m’D:M+K 
be arrows in Span(V). Their composition is 
(In, mD;W,m'D = b;n,q;m'D, (10) 
where (Y, 4) is a pullover of (m, n’). Diagramatically, it can be shown as follows: 
Composition is associative and monotonic and (IIN, IN) is the identity arrow 
associated with each object N. Since skew span morphisms define a partial order on 
objects in Span(%?), the monotonicity of composition is sufficient to ensure that it is 
also well defined. The ordering d on homsets in Span@) is the partial order on 
equivalence classes associated with the preorder defined by skew span morphisms. 
4. Characterization theorem 
We will now show how skew span categories, like ordinary span categories can be 
characterized in terms of their factorization properties alone. It is then immediate that 
the categories of relations and monotonic predicate transformers are isomorphic to 
skew span categories. 
It is well known [7] that the span category of any suitable category %? has map 
factorization, and that its subcategory of maps is isomorphic to 59. We will begin by 
showing that the same is true of skew span categories. The functor which embeds 
a category into its span category is called the graph functor G : %T + Span(%) where 
G(m:E+ M)s(jI,mD:E+ M. 
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The graph functor has the property that for all arrows m, m’ : E + M in (59, E), 
mcm’ o (Gm 6 Gm’). (11) 
This is indicative of the way that the skew span category is really a 2-categorical 
concept, since the graph functor preserves not only the arrows of 59 but also the 
corresponding order relation. It also shows that whenever the relation E is a partial 
order the graph functor is injective. For each arrow m : E + M in %‘, Gm is a map in 
Span(%): its comap is given by 
(Gm)* = (jm, ID: M -+ E. 
Furthermore, every arrow Qn, mD in Span(%) can be teased apart into the following 
map factorization: 
@I, mD = (Gn)*;Gm. (12) 
The following theorem shows that all maps in Spar@) can be expressed in the form 
Gm for some mE%‘. 
Theorem 4.1. Let (%, II) be a poset enriched category with pullovers. Then 
Map(Span(‘iS)) z 5%. 
Proof. The isomorphism is defined by the functor which sends each arrow in $? to its 
graph in Map(Span(@)). We have already seen from (11) that the functor is monotonic 
and injective, and it is clearly surjective on objects. Therefore, it remains to show that 
every map in Span@‘) can be written as the graph of an arrow in %?. Let 
p = Qn, mD and p* = an’, m’f) 
be a map and comap in Span(%), and suppose that (4, I) is a pullover of (m, n’). By (1) 
together with the definition of span composition (10) and skew morphism (7), there 
exists h E W such that 
Izh;q;m’, (13) 
h;r;ncZ. (14) 
We will now use mutual inclusion to show that p can be written in the form of a graph. 
Using these inequalities we can write p in the form of a graph. For it follows from (8) 
and (14) that 
(h ; r) : (I, h ; q ; n’) * (n, m) . 
Therefore, 
G(h;q;n’) < p. 
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Conversely, 
P 
d { (13) and monotonicity of G and ;) 
G(h;q;m’);~ 
= {G is a functor) 
G(h;q);Gm’;p 
d ((1) and monotonicity of ;} 
G(h;q), Gn’;(Gn’)*; Gm;p 
= {G is a functor} 
G(h;q;n’);(Gn’)*;Gm’;p 
= {(WI 
G(h;q;n’);p*;p 
< { (2) and monotonicity of ; > 
G(h;q;n’) 
and therefore p = G(h ;q ; n’) as required. 15 
It follows trivially from this theorem that if V is a category such that %? z Span(9) 
for some $9, then $9 E Span(Map@)). This suggests that under appropriate conditions 
the Spun and Map functions might be mutually inverse operators on categories. The 
following theorem shows that the condition under which this is the case is the familiar 
unique map factorization property. 
Theorem 4.2. (Characterization theorem). (5~7, c) is a poset enriched category with 
unique map factorization if and only if 
Span(Mup(%?)) Z %?. 
Proof. Suppose that Span(Mup(%)) z $7, then by (12) %7 clearly has map factorization. 
The uniqueness of this factorization follows from Theorem 4.1 and the definition of 
the span preorder. 
Conversely, suppose that %’ is a poset enriched category with unique map factoriz- 
ation. Then by Lemma 3.1, Map(%) has pullovers, so the category Spun(Mup@)) 
certainly exists. The functor which defines its isomorphism with V is obviously 
F: Spun(Mup(%)) + %T, where 
F(@,mp:N+ M)s(n*;m:N-+ M). 
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Since w has map factorization, F is clearly surjective. It is also monotonic, well defined 
and bijective, since Examples 5(2) showed that the preorder on spans is the same as 
that on map factorizations. It remains to show that it is a functor: suppose that 
Qn, ml: N --t A4 and an’, m’D :A4 -+ M’ are classes of spans in Map(%), and that (u, 4) is 
a pullover of (m, n’), then 
F((ln, mD;W,m'D) 
= {W)l 
O;n,q;m'D 
= {definition of Fl 
(r ; a)* ; (4 ; m’) 
= (contravariance of *) 
n*;r*;q;m’ 
= {Lemma 3.1) 
n*; m;n’*;m’ 
= (definition of FJ 
F(ln, mD; Fan’, m/D. 
Therefore, since F is monotonic and preserves identities, it is a functor, which 
establishes the result. 0 
We have now established that skew span categories and categories with unique map 
factorization are essentially the same. The following corollary is now immediate, since 
the skew span construction preserves isomorphism. 
Corollary 4.3. 
Rel E Span(Set) , 
Pow z Span(Re1). 
The category Set is not itself isomorphic to a skew span category, since its 
only maps are bijections. Moreover, it is not possible to construct the skew span 
category of predicate transformers, since Pow does not have pullovers. So this 
hierarchy of span categories cannot be extended further in either direction. 
The relationship between predicate transformers and relations can be general- 
ized however [12]: if Rel@ is the category of relations over an arbitrary topos %, 
then the skew span category of Relq exists and is isomorphic to a category of predicate 
transformers. 
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5. Extending functors 
Associated with the construction of skew span categories is an extension of functors 
and adjunctions of lax functors and local adjunctions similar to that associated with 
ordinary span categories [22]. In this section we will first describe this extension of 
functors in the context of categories with unique map factorization, and then outline 
its application to programming languages. 
Suppose that (W, E) and (9, E) are poset enriched categories where $7 has unique 
map factorization. Let F: Map(Gf?) -+ Map(B) be a monotonic functor. Then F has 
a well-defined extension to F' : +2 + 9 where for all spans (n, m) in Map(W). 
F’(n*;m)&(Fn)*;Fm. 
This extension is a monotonic graph morphism, but it is not necessarily a functor, 
only a lax functor: a lax functor H : %T + 9 is a monotonic graph morphism such that 
for all composable pairs of arrows p, 4 and objects A in %‘, 
If F’ is a functor, then it is the unique extension of F in the sense that if G: ‘3 --f 9 is 
another monotonic functor that agrees with F on Map(W), then G = 8”. This is 
immediate from the fact that monotonic functors preserve maps and comaps: for all 
PEMQ(W> 
Gp* = (Gp)*. (15) 
The following theorem shows that even if F’ is only a lax functor it is unique in the 
sense that it is the least extension of F. 
Theorem 5.1. Suppose that (92, g) and (9, 5) are poset enriched categories where 
%? has unique map factorization. Let F : Map(g) + Map(g) be a functor and G : 92’ --f 9 
be a lax functor that agrees with F on Map(W), that is Fp = Gp for all p E Map(g). Then 
F’G G. 
Proof. Suppose (n* ; m) E %?, then 
F’(n*;m) 
= {definition of F’) 
(Fn)* ; Fm 
= {F and G agree on Map(%?))J 
(Fn)* ; Gm 
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G ((2) and monotonicity of G} 
(Fn)* ;G(n;n*,m) 
c {G is a lax functor) 
(Fn)* ;Gn;G(n*;m) 
= {F and G agree on Map@)) 
(Fn)* ;Fn;G(n*; m) 
L ((1)) 
G(n*;m). 0 
These observations how that every endofimctor F in Rel is the unique extension of 
an endofunctor in Set and has a canonical extension to Pow which is isomorphic to 
the lax endofunctor F* defined by 
where this definition uses the map factorization of predicate transformers given in 
Examples 3. 
The technique of extending functors has applications to the theory of typed 
nondeterministic programming languages. Whereas deterministic languages like the 
lambda calculus have a definitive type structure provided by the Cartesian closed 
category of sets and total functions, that of nondeterministic languages with either 
a relational or a predicate transformer semantics is less clearly defined, since neither 
category is Cartesian closed. Therefore, when seeking to endow such languages with 
a natural type structure, it is useful to know that there is only one way to extend 
functors, and hence type constructors, from total functions to relations and predicate 
transformers. This fact was exploited in [lo], where a relational calculus for program 
derivation was developed as a canonical extension of an established calculus for the 
derivation of functional programs [IS]. Using the resulting calculus it was possible to 
unify a varied collection of dynamic programming algorithms. 
6. Inductive data types 
The data types used in the functional calculus of [S] and its extensions are defined 
in [25] as fixed points of endofunctors in Set. Each data type occurs as the initial 
algebra of a functor, and the familiar functional programming operators such as fold 
or reduce are defined as homomorphisms on these data types. A number of re- 
searchers [2,6] have pointed out that the functional calculus can be generalized to 
arbitrary relations. Such a generalization is possible because initial algebras are 
preserved under the extension of functors from total functions to relations. It has now 
been shown [11] that the extension of functors from relations to predicate 
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transformers simply dualizes the properties of such initial algebras by transforming 
them to final coalgebras. The proof of this result is included below, since it is a direct 
consequence of some of the previous results in this paper. We believe that this theorem 
is a first step towards combining the benefits of the refinement calculus with the type 
structure of functional programming. 
We will begin by defining the initial algebra and final coalgebra of a lax functor 
F: %’ -+ %‘. An arrow c( : FA + A is an initial F-algebra if for all p : FC -+ C in %7 there 
exists a unique arrow h : A + C such that 
a;h = Fh;p. (16) 
An arrow j3 : B -+ FB is a final F-coalgebra if for all p: C -+ FC in %7 there exists 
a unique arrow h: A -+ C such that 
h;P = p;Fh. (17) 
We will now state some standard properties of relations and relational operators that 
will be referred to in the proof of Theorem 6.1. The first of these is the contravariance 
and idempotence of the converse operator ‘; for all r:A+ B and s:B-+ C in Rel 
(r ; s)O = so ; r” and roe = r . (18) 
It follows from (18) together with the fact that monotonic functors preserve maps (15) 
that for any monotonic functor F : Rel + Rel and any r : A + B in Rel 
F(P) = (Fr)” . (19) 
We shall also use the well-known fact that the epsiloff relation (3) is a natural 
transformation between the existential image functor and the identity functor: for all 
r:A--, B in Rel 
(r);3 = 3;r. (20) 
Theorem 6.1. Let F: Rel + Rel be a monotonic functor with initial algebra a. Then (a”) 
is a jinal coalgebra of F* : Pow + Pow. 
Proof. Let p : IPA --) F*lPA in Pow. Then (p ; [F s] ; 3))” :FlPA + IPA is in Rel, so, since 
CI is an initial algebra, there exists a unique arrow h in Rel such that 
a;h= Fh;(p;[Fs];s)” 
* WN 
ho;& = p;[Fs];3;(Fh)” 
3 { <-) is a functor) 
<A”) ; <a”> = (P; CF31; 3); <(Fh)“) 
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=> {map factorization of p ; [F 3]} 
c31; W); (0 = P; CF 31; <(W” > 
- {(WI 
r31;(h”);<a”> =P;r~3l;(wf)) 
a {definition of F*} 
c3l;<h”>;<@“> = P;F*(C3l;(h”)). 
Hence, [3] ; (h” ) is an arrow in Pow satisfying an equation of the form of (17), with 
fl = (CC’). It remains to show that it is the unique arrow satisfying this equation. So, 
suppose there exists another arrow q in Pow such that 
q;(K”) = p;F*q 
* {definition of F * > 
q;(a”) = P;CF31;@‘(q;3)) 
z- 
4;<a”);3 = P;CF31;<F(q;3));3 
* I(20)) 
q;3;cr” = p;[Fs];s;F(q;3) 
=+ W)l 
a;(q;+” = (F(q;$)“;(p; CF31;3)“. 
Hence, since a is an initial algebra in Rel, we have (q ; 3))” = h. So by the map 
factorization of q and the idempotence of O, (18), we have 
4 = c31;<4;3> = II31;<0. 17 
7. An application 
In [21], it is shown how the description of specifications in terms of Hoare logic 
[20] can clarify the intuition behind the skew span representation of predicate 
transformers. Specification statements are represented as spans of relations, and the 
inference rules of Hoare logic are used to show that the refinement ordering on 
specifications is equivalent to the preorder on spans. Similarly, the inference rule for 
composition is used to show that the composition operator for spans would also be 
a suitable operator for specifications. In this section we will discuss the implications of 
these observations on the laws of the refinement calculus of [29]. In particular, they 
provide single complete rules for the refinement and composition of certain com- 
mands. 
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Until now we have only discussed the mathematical model of the refinement calculus: 
the monotonic predicate transformers. The language itself consists of a notation and 
a set of refinement laws for deriving programs from their specifications. It takes its 
inspiration from the earlier methods of Hoare and Dijkstra, but is innovative in 
incorporating both programs and specifications within a single framework: each com- 
mand of the refinement calculus represents either a guarded command from Dijkstra’s 
programming language [13] or a nonexecutable specification. The transition from each 
specification to executable code is broken down into a sequence of development steps, 
each of which is justified by one of the refinement laws. Therefore, it is important to 
know whether the set of laws is complete, which is to say that every valid refinement can 
be verified using only the given laws. We will now show how the span representation of 
predicate transformers provides two such completeness results. 
One of the most general forms of specification statement in the refinement calculus 
is the following: 
) [con X : Eo[pre, post]] ( (21) 
We will call such statements transition statements. As we will see, it is possible to 
express any statement of the refinement calculus as a transition specification. Any 
program satisfying specification (21) will, when activated in a state satisfying pre, 
establish a final state satisfying post. The two predicates pre and post have free 
variables drawn from a set of program variables V and a set of logical variables E; the 
purpose of the logical variables is to relate initial and final values of the program 
variables. They are assumed to denote the same value when they occur in the 
precondition pre as they do in the postcondition post, and therefore must not be 
altered by programs in order to meet the specification. A simple example of 
a transition specification is that met by the program which increments the value of the 
program variable x by 1: 
I[conX:Eo[x = X, x = X + 1111. 
The results of Section 4 show that the meaning of any command in the refinement 
calculus can be expressed not only as a monotonic predicate transformer, but also as 
an equivalence class of spans of relations. The predicates p-e and post in (21) both 
describe a relationship between the two sets of variables E and V so they can be 
considered alternatively as relations from E to V, as it is observed in [21]. By doing so, 
and using the laws of the refinement calculus to calculate the meaning of (21) we find 
that it has the following simple expression as a class of spans of relations: 
So every monotonic predicate transformer, and therefore any statement of the refinement 
calculus, corresponds to an equivalence class of transition specifications. The refinement 
ordering on specifications is defined to be the pointwise ordering on the corresponding 
predicate transformers, which is equivalent to the skew span preorder on spans of 
relations. Therefore, the latter can be translated into a single complete rule for 
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the refinement of transition specifications. Let pre and post be a pair of logical formulae 
with free variables drawn from the set of the program variables V and the set of logical 
variables E. Similarly, for the pair pre’ and post’ with respect to the sets Vand E’. When it 
is necessary to make the set of free variables associated with a predicate explicit we will use 
subscripts to do so: for example, pre would be written as preEv. The definition of the 
preorder on spans of relations translates to the following preorder relation between 
specifications: 
Span preorder: 
1 [con X : Eo[pre, post]] ( L 1 [con X’ : E’o[pre’, post’]] 1 
^ = 3hEEzo(pre * (3X’:E’oh A pre’)) A ((3X’: E’oh A post’) *post). 
This rule can be broken down into the following three more familiar rules, which are 
together equivalent to it. For simplicity, suppose now that unless indicated otherwise, 
all predicates share the same two sets of free variables E and V. Then the span 
preorder rule is equivalent to the following: 
(1) Weaken precondition: If pre * pre’ then 
1 [con X : Eo[pre, post]]\ L ) [con X : Eo[pre’, post]]1 . 
(2) Strengthen postcondition: If post’ *post then 
1 [con X : Eo[pre, post]] I L ) [con X : Eo[pre, post’]]\ . 
(3) Change logical variable: 
) [con X’ : E’o[(3 X : EO hEE, A pre), (3 X : EO hEEf A post)]] ( 
E ) [con X : Eo[pre, post]] I. 
The first two of these laws both occur among the laws of the refinement calculus. Law 
(3) is not listed explicitly, but is derivable within the calculus, so this shows that the laws of 
the refinement calculus are complete for proving refinements of transition specifications. 
Similar reasoning can be used to translate the skew span composition operator into 
a composition law for transition specifications. For simplicity, we will just consider 
the case where the specifications being composed share the same set of logical 
variables and program variables E and V, respectively. The composition becomes 
Span composition: 
) [con X : Eo[pre, mid]] ( ; ) [con X : Eo[mid’, post]] ( 
& ([con Y:Do[(3X:EohDEf A pre),(3X:Eoh&, A post)]]l, 
where (h, h’) is any pair of predicates such that for all predicates $ such that Y does not 
occur free in rc/, 
(3Y:Do(h~ (VX:Eoh’=>$))=(Vx:Vomid~(3X:Eamid’ A $)). 
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One suitable choice for h and ?I’ is the following: let BE denote the set of predicates 
with free variables drawn from E, and let D = BE x BE. Then for all Y: D there exist 
predicates +E and tiE such that Y = (4, $), so we can define h and h’ as follows 
midsD;(3X: Eemid’ A 4) * (3X:Eomid’ A $), 
h’Gmids A c$. 
This definition of composition is rather unwieldy, and unlike the law for refinement, it
cannot be proved from the laws of the refinement calculus, although it is possible to 
show that the expression on the right of the definition is refined by that on the left. 
Therefore, the laws are complete for proving refinements of specifications into smaller 
pieces. The laws are usually only used in this way, since the process of derivation 
usually involves breaking a specification down into manageable parts, each of which is 
independently refined to code. However, it is conceivable that it might be useful 
sometimes to have a rule which does the opposite, and combines two specifications 
into a larger one. For example, it might be possible to substitute a library procedure 
which meets the composite of two specifications, but neither individually. Or, more 
probably, it might be useful once derivation is completed, to calculate the loosest 
specification satisfied by the composite of two programs whose separate specifications 
are known. 
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